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Supplementary Figure 1
**Supplementary Figure 1:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 2b. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 2
Supplementary Figure 2: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 3f. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 3
**Supplementary Figure 3:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4a. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 4
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**Supplementary Figure 4:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4b. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 6
**Supplementary Figure 6**: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4d. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 7: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4f. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 8
**Supplementary Figure 8:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4g. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 9
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The image contains a diagram with various labels and annotations, including "5'-CATG-3'" and "pACC." The diagram appears to be a gel or blot analysis with labeled bands and nucleotide sequences.
**Supplementary Figure 9**: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Fig 4i. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 10: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 2c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
**Supplementary Figure 11**: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 3a. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 12
**Supplementary Figure 12:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 3b. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 13
Supplementary Figure 13: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 3c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 14
**Supplementary Figure 14**: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 3d. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 15
**Supplementary Figure 15**: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 3k. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 16
**Supplementary Figure 16:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 5c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 17
Supplementary Figure 17: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8b.
Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
**Supplementary Figure 18**

Supplementary Figure 18: Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
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**Supplementary Figure 19:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8d. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 20
**Supplementary Figure 20:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8e. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
**Supplementary Figure 21:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8f. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 22
**Supplementary Figure 22:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 8g.

Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
Supplementary Figure 23
**Supplementary Figure 23:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for Extended Fig 9c. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
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**Supplementary Figure 24:** Un-cropped immunoblot scans for **Extended Fig 9d**. Raw film scans with red box indicating the area shown in the display. Numbers in red indicates the panel (numbered from top to down) in the figure.
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